Collisionless shocks (CS) [Sagdeev, 1966] are widely believed to be responsible for the production of charged particles of the highest known energies in the Universe [Blandford and Eichler, 1987; Giacalone, 2003] . Emission from plasma accelerated and thermalised at the shock front is often the only experimental information coming from remote astrophysical objects like supernova remnants and gamma-ray bursts [Mészáros, 2006] . CS are one of most ubiquitous phenomenon is space, but only in the heliosphere can they be studied with in situ measurements.
The basic process in all CS is the redistribution of the energy of the upstream flow into the acceleration of a small part of the charged particles and thermalization of downstream distributions.
Clear understanding of the energy redistribution mechanisms at the front of shocks is one of the key problems of collisionless shock physics. These processes are related to the structure of the shock front. In the absence of collisions, quasi-stationary electromagnetic fields and waves shape the front of CS, the most pronounced characteristic of which is the profile of the magnetic field. For the last quarter of a century the theory of low Mach number CS, their structure and physical processes that lead to the formation of the downstream distribution is regarded as firmly established and confirmed by in situ measurements [Kennel et al., 1985] . The magnetic field profile of a quasiperpendicular shock front, i.e. the one in which the angle between the normal to the shock front and upstream magnetic field θ Bn exceeds 45
• , is well structured [Mellott, 1985; Scudder et al., 1986; Burgess et al., 1989] . For supercritical shocks when the Mach number exceeds some certain critical value, ion reflection is crucial for energy redistribution at such shocks, and the reflected ions determine the magnetic profile [see, e.g. Leroy, 1983] . In low-Mach number (subcritical) shocks reflected ions do not play any role [Thomsen et al., 1985] . The physics of subcritical shocks is regarded as firmly established for more than
twenty years [Mellott, 1985] . The classical theory, confirmed by numerous observations, classifies these shocks as dispersive or dissipative [Kennel et al., 1985; Mellott, 1985] For quasiperpendicular shocks in both dispersive and dissipative cases, the ramp smoothly ends at the downstream asymptotic value of the magnetic field without any additional oscillations.
This is consistent with observations of rather smooth shapes of downstream ion distributions in low-Mach number shocks . These heated downstream distributions are apparently formed inside the ramp due to quasi-stationary fields and wave-particle interaction McKean et al., 1995; Balikhin and Wilkinson, 1996] .
Unusual subcritical quasiperpendicular shocks which do not fit the above classical scheme, and ion temperature ∼ 10 5 K at the Venus orbit [Russell et al., 2006] , the high magnetic field should efficiently reduce the Mach number by a factor of three and β by an order of magnitude, so that the shock should be expected to be a low Mach number low-β shock. The magnetic field measured during one of these crossings is shown in Figure 1 , 1995] . In the present case the observed polarization indicates that these oscillations cannot be attributed to ion-cyclotron waves. Another shock crossing, which occurred on the same day at around 23:01:00, is displayed in Figure 2 . It exhibits a similar set of downstream oscillations.
For the second shock the angle between the MV and coplanarity based normals is less than but instead was adjacent to a strong rotational discontinuity upstream of the ramp. Apart from this perturbation well downstream from the ramp, the normal component of the magnetic field B n remains constant across the shock with rather high accuracy. The noncoplanar magnetic field B m is absent upstream and downstream of the ramp, and has a weak peak inside the ramp.
Similar to the shock shown in Figure 1 , this very low noncoplanar component of the magnetic field inside the ramp, in addition to the small change of |B|, supports the conclusion that the shock is subcricital [Farris et al., 1993; Gedalin, 1996] with a very low Mach number. For such low Mach number, low-β shocks, the relation of the velocity variations to the magnetic field variations can be reliably estimated from the corresponding relations for low amplitude magnetosonic waves [Gedalin, 1998] , so that the relation of the Alfvenic Mach number to the
Bn . This gives M ≈ 1.2 − 1.5 for all these shocks. Single spacecraft measurements do not allow us to independently estimate the shock width and thus translate time into spatial coordinates along the shock normal. Two-fluid hydrodynamics predicts [Gedalin, 1998] [Russell et al., 1982] . In our case, the modest magnetic field increase rules out any significant ion reflection. Here we show, that the reported oscillations are caused by the body of ion distribution which gyrates as a whole upon crossing the ramp, thus resulting in a quasiperiodic behaviour of the total (ram and kinetic) ion pressure. Since the total (particle and magnetic field) pressure must remain constant throughout the shock, the magnetic field oscillates to compensate for the particle pressure variations. The ion distribution is gradually smoothed out, due to kinematical collisionless gyrophase mixing, so that the oscillations damp out.
In order to show this in the simplest way, let us consider first, a cold ion beam entering a shock which we shall describe as a discontinuity with a magnetic field jump and potential bar- 
between the minima, where r u is the upstream ion convective gyroradius. For the expected ramp width d r = r u cos θ Bn /M 2 , where M is the Mach number [Gedalin, 1998 ], the ratio 
per period. Since the distance between the minima for each two ions increases with the distance from the ramp, this shift results in the gradual smearing out of the ion distribution, reducing the pressure variations and therefore, magnetic oscillations. The number of magnetic oscillations which occur before they damp out may be estimated from the condition that the accumulated shift between ions having thermal velocities and the cold beam ions, is equal to the half-period,
The above arguments are quite general and applicable to high-Mach number shocks as well.
However, the described oscillations may be clearly observed in low-Mach number shocks only if the gyration velocity is smaller than the drift velocity, which places certain constraints on the The above analysis does not take into account the ramp width. Moreover, analytical expressions which may be obtained for the downstream ion pressure, are difficult for quick assessment.
In order to make the analysis more perceptible we present the results of numerical tracing ions in an idealised shock front, which is represented as a smooth continuous transition from upstream to downstream magnetic field. The shock magnetic compression and θ Bn are chosen close to those of the observed set. Tracing particles in prescribed fields does not take into account timevarying fields in the shock front and requires usage of a model electric field, so that this method has limitations when applied to directly reproduce the characteristics of real shocks. In our case however, observations show a very low level of fluctuations. Moreover, the objective of the numerical analysis is to provide better visualization of the theoretical analysis above and not to build a self-consistent shock structure. In addition, ions are not sensitive to the electric field shape inside the ramp but to the overall cross-shock potential. In view of all this, the applied trajectory tracing and resulting distribution analysis are quite appropriate for the task. In a self-consistent system the magnetic modulations would cause further modulation of the gyrating ion distribution. Any weak nonstationarity or inhomogeneity would speed up smoothing of the downstream ion distribution. However, the main effect in the newly found quasiperpendicular subcritical shock remains the gyration of the bulk of the ions and collisionless gyrophase mixing due to the initial thermal spread. These processes were not previously considered important enough for low-Mach number shocks. The observed September 10th 2006
Venusian shocks provide the first direct evidence of the downstream distribution formation due to the ion gyration and collisionless kinematical relaxation, without significant involvement of anomalous resistivity related to wave-particle interaction. We argue that similar processes shape the supercritical shock profile as well, in addition to reflected ions, and that the collisionless gyrophase mixing is the main mechanism of the formation of the downstream distributions and the shock structure, and eventually will affect the processes of acceleration at the shock front. 
